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INTERREGIONAL EDITORIAL

interns. We also have to provide time for rest, even if this means doing
less activities.

As a result of large mobilizing efforts, a number of Québec
student associations took part in a week of strikes last
autumn. The week of November 19 to 23 was a huge success: Other strategies could be employed in the future; for example,
nearly 60,000 students were on strike for the remuneration contacting students who vote “yes” during general assemblies, or
phone calls to incite participation. The most popular activity of the
of all internships at all levels of education.
week was the demonstration, while we should instead be prioritizing
Our overview of the strike week at the Université du Québec en

the picketing of our own classes. A better use of social media as well

Outaouais presents many positive points as well as elements as getting more public support, including support from university
that require improvement. In general, the organization was well association executive committees, would certainly help our cause.
executed, activists having dutifully taken up their responsibilities. The

Also, in the future, it will be important to denounce the student

demonstrations were a success and we felt like we occupied space. A bodies that do not support our demands.
discussion was held on Wednesday morning, as well as artistic activities,
and all were well-attended. Students had the chance to exchange

From the perspective of interregional organization, we called for

amongst themselves, and we made contacts with new people. We also the formation of a negotiating team with rotating representatives.
This team will join the Regional Coalitions’ liaison committee, whose
received the backing of teachers’ and lecturers’ unions.
mandate is to present the demands of striking students and interns
That being said, given that it is difficult to mobilize in a cegep during a

as well as receive offers from the government. We believe that these

strike, overall participation needs to be improved. Many people were

meetings should be considered open forums where members of the

not aware of the strike votes and general assemblies (which should

national assembly (MNAs) meet with citizens to exchange, and should

be announced well in advance from now on), which brings to light

be announced several days in advance to allow for people to express

the importance of speaking to colleagues within our cohorts: naming

their desire to participate. The accessibility of governing bodies and of

individuals to be responsible for cohorts is another strategy to be meetings with MNAs and government officials thus remains a central
considered. We have to make sure that everyone understands what a aspect of student democracy that can only be improved upon.
strike truly represents, including the absence of substitution by striking
grevedesstages.info
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Students on strike on November 21 2018

*Student midwives study at UQTR but their internships are done in many different regions.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CAMPAIGN
What is a Paid Internship?
By Paolo Miriello

To answer this question, we must first ask ourselves a seemingly obvious spent in every workplace to ensure that each employee is trained for
question: what is a salary? A salary is an amount paid in exchange for

the job they’re expected to do, long before they produce anything.

work. How is the amount of a salary (as well as the minimum wage)
calculated? According to the cost of living: it is not the “value” of what

What is an internship? Internships are used to observe or explore

we produce that determines our salary, but rather our salary which

a profession, and to develop or implement skills. An internship

determines (in part) the price (or the market value) of what is sold.

can take many forms, but in general, it is a way to prepare a future
employee for their job. It may even involve performing work that is

What is a price? It is the amount a business demands in order to identical to that of a salaried employee.
cover the costs, taxes and profits it expects from a sale. Among
the costs, there are not only the tools, resources and salaries that go

So, what is a paid internship? It’s getting a salary for what is, after

into producing commodities, but also the cost of reproducing labour,

all, work: training is not something that is passively received, but

which includes the costs of training. Taxes are collected by the various something that requires effort and, above all, time. In today’s work
levels of government to ensure reproduction of all that is necessary to

environment, jobs are continually becoming more specialized and

maintain the state, its infrastructure and the labour force of the private, require more training. In fact, internships are already paid in many
public and community sectors. Lastly, profits are collected by business fields. Unpaid internships are usually found in the care and education
owners, not because they have earned them through their work, but sectors (jobs predominantly occupied by women). The fact that we
precisely because private property grants them this right: ultimately,

tolerate unpaid internships contributes to the devaluation of these

profits are the unpaid wages of labour!

forms of work, which are essential to our collective well-being.

Thus, for there to be profits, there must be work that is not paid

Unpaid internships are the most visible part of the exploitation

according to the value it creates. What happens when these profits of students. It doesn’t matter to what degree interns contribute to
are threatened? To avoid losing sales, managers avoid raising prices, production: in any case, an internship is not just a pastime, but a job
so they cut wages and benefits. Consequently, workers must live necessary for the reproduction of the workforce and all of its
(and work!) with less by making their own cuts. What is the inherent specializations. Students do not fight for paid internships to grant
contradiction at work here? By earning less money, workers buy less, themselves some luxury or gift: they do so precisely because their
and profits are threatened once again! As for companies that pay fair free labour is an involuntary gift given to businesses and the State.
wages to their employees, they usually do so because they are faced
with a strong union. In any case, considerable amounts of money are No more gifts: no pay, no way!

Millions for Paid Internships... in the Private Sector!
Both in the private and the community sector, interns are popular. Short

who complete an internship of 140 hours or more as part of a program

on bodies and brains, many of today’s employers turn to universities

attached to a recognized educational institution.

and colleges when they require labour. In addition to getting their
future employees from these schools, they also find a useful workforce

Refund requests sent to Revenu Québec doubled from 2001 to 2016.

capable of relieving senior workers of less complex or more difficult Their cost jumped from $21.5 million to $48.1 million, an increase
tasks, of absorbing work overloads, or of carrying out special projects of 123% over 16 years. This is probably only the beginning, since the
likely to make their organization shine. Interns are a valuable and Couillard government announced an increase in eligible reimbursable
inexpensive workforce, all the more affordable because they are

expenses in its last budget. At the Université de Sherbrooke, the

generously subsidized by the State.

total payroll for interns benefiting from this program has jumped
by a spectacular 27% since last year, from $38 million in 2016-2017

For the private sector, Quebec facilitates the creation of internships to $48.1 million in 2017-2018. Clearly, the private sector will remain
through grants and tax credits. The State therefore covers a significant wide open to subsidized internships as long as the labour shortage
share of the costs related to the salaries and supervision of students persists.
grevedesstages.info
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EDITORIAL (CONTINUED)
...followed from page 1

As for Mauricie, a CUTE (Student Work Unitary Committee, or SWUC

This week was, for us, a way to make our demands heard. A week when

in English) is taking shape thanks to the efforts of a few students

interns could finally give themselves time to invest in a struggle which,

from midwifery, psychoeducation and ergotherapy programs. Only

after all, is theirs. Moreover, this show of force made it possible for

the members of the midwifery student association (Association des

mobilization teams to grow on many campuses: in Montreal, at the

étudiant·e·s sages-femmes, or AESFQ) were on strike, walking out of

Cégep du Vieux Montréal, for example, CUTE-CVM’s team gained new

both their courses and internships, from November 18 to 24. It’s worth

activists. The picketing and workshops organized by these activists

noting that AESFQ represents 76 students who must complete over

served as moments to create new links, most notably with new activists

2,500 hours of unpaid internships in two different regions. A picket line

from other cegeps.

was held in front of the Maison de naissance de l’Outaouais where five
students are currently doing their internships. All the students were

At the Cégep de Saint-Laurent, CUTE St Lô also got bigger despite

forced to retake their week of internships, which for many wound up

certain difficulties in mobilizing new activists. Unfortunately, many

representing two extra weeks of work in their internship workplace,

don’t feel concerned by the situation or don’t feel involved in the

often times far away from their families, and all this during the

campaign because they lack information or interest. Nonetheless,

holidays. Furthermore, certain courses were retaken and extra work

many are starting to become more attentive to it. For student interns, it

was expected from students. Despite these difficulties, our overview of

was also a moment to question the unpaid internships which take their

the strike week remains positive, if only for the lessons learned.

free labour, labour which is indispensable for a number of workplace
environments. The backing of the teachers’ union was a positive factor

With an eye to revolutionary rest, the student midwives met in a cottage

during the strike week. Mobilization efforts in cegeps with little or

in Mauricie from November 18 to 24. A lot of work was done during this

no information on the campaign were also undertaken, which led to

week! Besides a debating workshop, the drafting of mobilizing material,

support we were not expecting: a certain openness to the movement

and exchanges with guests, the students also held rituals as well as

rapidly appeared in these cegeps, especially during the organization

writing, singing, dancing and taekwondo sessions. Although the strike

of workshops to present the campaign’s demands. Touring among

week allowed certain students to rest, participating in mobilization and

different internship workplace environments was also beneficial,

representational activities remains largely inaccessible to the majority

especially in the health sector. The personnel was very receptive to our

of student midwives. We are therefore moving towards a spring strike

demands and often uninformed of the situation.

while asking ourselves about the movements that exhaust us and those
that nourish us. We have been waiting for this women’s strike for a long

On a more negative note, following the strike at the Cégep du Vieux

time, and we are already rejoiced by the pushback against patriarchy

Montréal, the administration decided to impose a complicated

that it can’t help but bring. AESFQ already adopted, on January 13, an

and ableist calendar of make-up classes on students. This calendar

unlimited general strike mandate.

included extended hours, exams on December 24 and make-up
classes in January. The mandate voted on by the student association

At the Université de Sherbrooke, the movement of solidarity was

(Association générale étudiante du Cégep du Vieux Montréal, or AGECVM)

felt through the emptiness of classrooms during class cancellations.

included a collective refusal of all make-up classes and a mandate to

A double-edged sword, since participation in the activities proposed

respond to these classes. So some activists organized picket lines. After

and their organization was weaker than expected. The result: the strike

the picketing, these activists were forced to sign contracts from the

exhausted many of us. However, following an overview and reflections

administration that made them to stop participating in student politics

on the ways to organize a strike, many solutions seem possible. The

at the cegep and cancelled their fall term. Many meetings have taken

November strike will have been a primer for the one that might come

place with administrative bodies so that these make-up classes would

this winter!

be cancelled. During these meetings, the administration showed itself
to be arrogant, disrespectful, racist, transphobic and entirely opposed

The solidarity of Sherbrooke’s population was made well-known

to negotiations; the only concession they accepted was that they

through their support during the entire week. However, it is essential

would not penalize students incapable of showing up to make-up

to denounce the oppression and threats imposed by faculty bodies. In

classes. Certain members of AGECVM showed their discontent after

education, the faculty is requiring the student association (Association

the picketing, so AGECVM decided to hold a general assembly to

générale des étudiants et étudiantes de la faculté d’éducation de l’université

decide what to do against the make-up classes. During this assembly,

de Sherbrooke, or AGEEFEUS) to reimburse fees for the final exams that

AGECVM voted to accept the make-up classes and to stop picketing.

were not held during the strike. The amount required was established
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EDITORIAL (CONTINUED)
at $2,000, and was later revised to $1,363. A petition and other actions

Taking up a tradition at Université Laval, we established a “strike zone”,

are underway against this. Also, the school of social work requires a

an area for striking students to assemble and coordinate activist

retaking of internship hours for third-year students under penalty of

activities, in the cafeteria of the J.-A. De Sève pavilion, where most

an incomplete grade. For first- and second-year students, a penalty

education courses are held. Besides the picketing of classes, we took

of up to 20% will be applied for those who did not show up during

advantage of the strike to do pamphleting in the rooms of student

certain pedagogical activities. Despite the fact that the teachers seem

associations concerned by the issue of unpaid internships, where we

to support our demands, solidarity and collaboration are unfortunately

were generally well received. In that way, many students studying high

very difficult to achieve with educational institutions.

school history education (whose classes were picketed because of the
history program’s strike) shared their support of the strike. Another

The strike allowed us to exchange ideas, concepts and information on

very encouraging sign of things to come: on November 28, one week

the remuneration of internships through an afternoon discussion and

after the strike, METSUL (the social work student association, which

spontaneous exchanges. We did a tour of internship workplaces. The

was not on strike November 21) voted, by an overwhelming majority,

humanities student association (Association générale étudiante de la

in favor of six renewable strike days for the winter 2019 session. Among

faculté des lettres et sciences humaines, or AGEFLESH) started the strike

the other actions that took place during the strike, we can mention the

week alone at the Université de Sherbrooke. Afterwards, with members

occupation of the offices of the SPLA (a placement service for students

of AGEEFEUS arriving in the strike on Tuesday afternoon, as well as the

on the labour market) and an internal demonstration on campus. The

strike day organized by the physical and sports education student

objectives of our actions were, on the one hand, to give visibility to the

association (Association générale des étudiantes et étudiants en éducation

internship struggle on our campus, and on the other, to create links

physique et sportive, or AGEEP), we saw a clear demonstration of

of solidarity and complicity between striking students from diverse

solidarity between student associations and towards the remuneration

associations. In the end, these objectives were accomplished.

of all internships at all levels of education. This wave of solidarity led to
a gathering of some 120 people during the Wednesday demonstration

As for Cégep Limoilou, a precedent was created by activists of the

in the streets of Sherbrooke. Many activists from Cégep de Sherbrooke

local CUTE, which held an internal strike vote in the nursing program.

joined us despite the courses being held at the cegep. On top of

Despite the open hostility of the cegep’s administration and the

that, students of the Centre de formation professionnelle 24-Juin (a

logistical difficulties of organizing a strike vote limited to one program,

vocational training school) joined the movement on November 21. It’s

the strike mandate was adopted with over 90% support! This is a huge

important to remember that these students are directly affected by our

victory in itself, given the traditional reticence of students in vocational

demands and that they should be involved in this collective process.

training programs towards endorsing student strikes. Many allies from

Overall, the week of student mobilization was positive in many ways.

outside the program came to support the picketing of nursing courses.

Most notably, our struggle was transformed: far from being confined
to a single student body, it has become a solidary struggle!

All things considered, moving forward, there’s a lot of mobilizing work
to be done in the Quebec City region around the interns’ strike, since a

In the Quebec City region, the strike week of November 19 represented

lot of students are still uninformed about this struggle. However, with

a first test, since until then mobilization around the remuneration of

the positive repercussions of the November 21 strike, we are rather

internships had been rather modest. With this in mind, our principal

optimistic about this winter’s mobilization.

objective essentially consisted of giving visibility to the internship
struggle and informing the student population of the national
mobilization at hand. This led us, at Université Laval, to a peculiar
situation: the six faculty student associations that voted to strike
(sociology, anthropology, physics, history, theatre and philosophy)

The involvement of activists must continue to allow for real
change: the remuneration of internships at all levels for all
students who continue to work countless hours without
recognition.

were hardly concerned by the issue of unpaid internships. Mobilization
was concentrated around November 21, since besides RÉSUL (the
sociology student association) the mobilized associations were only
on strike for that one day.
The class pickets went very well: students were generally aware of
our strike mandates and respected the picket lines, just like teachers.
grevedesstages.info
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF OUR STRUGGLE
The Pressure is Mounting
By Kaëlla Stapels

Free tuition and student salaries have been a part of students’ demands

In other words, many actions of visibility, strikes, and marches took

since the 1970s. In France, with the National Student Union of France

place in the last few years in order to demand the remuneration of all

(Union nationale des étudiants de France, or UNEF), in the United States,

internships.

with the Wages for Students campaign, in Italy and in Quebec, these
reflections haven taken on scale and led to action. Today, we can add

Faced with growing student pressure, the Liberal government yielded

to these issues the demands for paid internships that have emerged

partially and announced financial compensation for the final teaching

around the world.

internship at the unveiling of its pre-electoral budget. During a
disruptive action on May 6th, 2018 at the Higher Education General

Although the question of financial compensation has been present

Assembly (États généraux sur l’enseignement supérieur), Hélène David

in Quebec media since 2014 with the Campaign for Interuniversity

revealed that her party was working on the issue of compensation

Demands and Action for Student Interns in Education (Campagne de

for internships in various programs. This would not put an end to the

Revendication et d’Actions Interuniversitaires des Étudiant-es en Éducation

struggle, on the contrary: her cabinet intended to distinguish between

en Stage, or CRAIES), the remuneration of all internships is a new

the types of training, maintaining the inequitable situation at hand.

challenge brought by CUTEs (Student Work Unitary Committee) since
2016, in collaboration with several groups and student associations

At the beginning of the Fall semester of 2018, many campuses began

that share this demand. These actors are now grouped together in

preparing for a general strike if the government does not put an end

regional coalitions fighting for remuneration of all internships. Their

to unpaid internships. Mobilization campaigns and workshop series

joint actions reflect the rise of pressure tactics in order to obtain, among

are unfolding all over Québec, which has also lead to the formation of

other things, remuneration for all internships at all levels of schooling.

local CUTEs. The arrival of the CAQ government on October 1st already

Let’s look at some of the highlights of their mobilization.

casts a shadow on the proposal to compensate the last internship
in education. Although a roundtable has since been created by the

One of the movement’s first actions took place on September 24th

previous government, no student groups are represented within

2016. Banners were dropped during the Liberal Party of Quebec’s 4th

it. During the week of November 19, over 58 000 striking students

Forum of Ideas in Longueuil. In Fall 2016, doctoral candidates from

called the government to hear their demands through centralized and

the psychology departments of various establishments wrapped

decentralized actions in Montreal, Quebec City, Sherbrooke and in

up a 3-month strike. This led to a financial compensation for their

Outaouais. These actions led the minister of Education Jean-François

internships in December 2016. Other CÉGEPS and universities

Roberge to publicly address the question of internships in a way that

continued their journey to demand the remuneration of all unpaid

maintains a hierarchy between them. On December 13 2018, delegates

internships. On February 16, 2017, the first student-interns’ strike took

from the liaison committees created by the Quebec, Montreal,

place: 30 000 students marched in opposition to the National Labour

Sherbrooke and Outaouais Coalitions met with representatives of the

Meetup (Rendez-vous national sur la main-d’oeuvre) in Quebec City. On

Ministry of Education and Higher Education to present the campaign’s

November 10 2017, a north-american call to mobilization was launched

demands. The pressure is growing on the government and it is likely to

to celebrate the International Day of Interns. Over 20 000 students in

evolve into an unlimited general strike, until we obtain paid internships

the province answered this call with a strike and large gatherings took

at all levels of education, in all fields of study, without exception.

place in Montreal. This happened right in front of the offices of the
Ministry of Labour, Employment and Social Solidarity. After this, the
Education Minister at the time Hélène David admitted the necessity of
discussing and building a plan that involves paid internships beyond
the teaching program.
On February 20th, 2018, the first day of the Global Intern Strike,
15 000 students were on strike in Quebec. Strikes and disruptive
actions took place all across the province and beyond : Gatineau, TroisRivières, Montreal and even Moncton to demand the remuneration
of internships. On March 8th, International Women’s Day, over 30 000
students walked out at the same time as another big event in Montreal:
a march against sexual violence and exploitation in school and during
internships organized by the Montreal Coalition for Paid Internships.
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INTERNS: WHO ARE THEY?
A Bit of Data to Paint a Picture
Psychoeducation

apprentice,

aspiring

With 49% of the student workforce, internships

highest proportion of women at 79% and 77%,

midwife, future medical extern, budding

in the health and medical sectors take the

respectively. The latter are also in the majority

administrator, speech therapist in the making,

lion’s share. Honorable mention goes to the

in arts techniques (65%). Women, however,

less-than-junior engineer, young student

world of education at 19% of internships

are in the minority in the administrative trades

nurse who survives on ramen noodles. It

listed, far ahead of the social sciences, hotspot

(46%) and in the physics trades, where they

doesn’t take much to see that interns are

of psychosocial intervention, with a modest

represent only 17% of the students enrolled.

everywhere. And yet, they do not exist.

9% of the lot. We could easily come to the

Neither in the Act respecting labour standards,

conclusion that three-quarters of university

which only mentions them to strip them of

internships are directly or indirectly related

basic protections, neither in the surveys of

to care. And that they are mainly dedicated to

official statistical agencies, disinterested by

training the future women workers of various

the thousands of young people who discreetly

State organizations.

wait for their opportunity on the outskirts of
the labour market.

Women, you say?

Trainees are nobodies, and we find them

In Quebec universities, two out of three

everywhere. All universities have them! At

internships (66%) are worked by women.

least, all those that we asked. Laval, McGill,

This is much more than their relative weight in

Sherbrooke, Concordia, Montreal, UQAC,

the student population, which is around 57%.

UQO, UQAM, UQAR, UQTR, HEC, ÉTS and

They represent the vast majority of the social

Polytechnique have confirmed: nearly 100

sciences (82.3%), health (80.4%) and education

Internships within traditionally male sectors

000 internships were completed in more than

(75%) sectors, as if they were retained by some

are also those where being paid is the most

200 programs in these 13 institutions during

glass wall. The most masculine sectors - what a

common. At the Université de Sherbrooke,

2016-2017. 87% at the undergraduate level,

surprise! - are those of science, where women

63% of internships in the science sector

11% at the graduate and 2% at the doctorate

hold a weight of 59%, management (55%),

are part of the university’s co-op work term

level. 54% in Montreal, 46% elsewhere in the

and engineering, which takes the cake with a

scheme, a ratio that is propelled to 99% in the

province. One hundred thousand, an army!

ratio of hardly 18% women.

management sector and to 100% (!) in the

That’s a lot of nobodies.

Paid internships, male
internships

engineering sector. Because, as chance would
Statistics produced by the Ministère de

have it, students within traditionally female

Trainees have a thousand faces, which are

l’enseignement supérieur, de la recherche et

fields of study are much less likely to be paid

somehow very similar. In universities, a

de la sciences (Ministry of Higher Education,

than their colleagues in the aforementioned

handful of programs offer the majority

Research and Science, or MESRS) show that

sectors: almost never in the humanities and in

of the province’s internships: medicine,

women are the majority population in

education, and only one out of five times in the

nursing, preschool and elementary education,

trade programs within colleges, where they

health sector. At the Université de Sherbrooke,

pharmacology, secondary education, social

represented 60% of the workforce in 2011.

barely 20% of internships worked by women

work and psychoeducation represent 50% of

Just like in universities, gender composition

are paid, while 47% of those worked by men are

the lot.

is highly differentiated between different

paid. Men are therefore two and a half times

sectors. Biological and social trades have the

more likely to be paid for their internships

Who Takes Care of Those of who Take Care of Us?
Not so long ago, it was expected of women that they take care of their husbands
and children because it was supposedly their calling. Ever since they joined the
labour market, they still accomplish most household tasks: that being said, since
the creation of the Welfare State, it is mainly the public sector which handles care
services. However, we still find a majority of women in these sectors. In light of
this, public sector cuts are clearly attacks on workers, particularly women, within
care sectors. We must ask ourselves: who takes care of those who take care of us?
grevedesstages.info

than their women colleagues. These inequities
are also true in the college network. In a
report produced during the winter of 2018,
the student association of Édouard-Montpetit
assessed that, among their members, women
who carry out internships are only paid 17% of
the time. This proportion rises to 45% among
male students.
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CONTRIBUTION FROM AESFQ
Paid Internships for Student Midwives

By Marylène Dussault and Mayou Soulière of the Association des étudiantes sages-femmes du Québec (AESFQ)

A profession in need of
recognition

irregular hours of care (days, evenings, nights,

case of the Centre hospitalier universitaire

weekends) make it extremely difficult, if not

de Sherbrooke (CHUS), for example, a SMW

impossible, to have paid work outside of the

literally replaces a second-year resident (R2)

The midwifery profession in Quebec will be

internship. Moreover, being composed almost

in the organization of the hospital’s work.

celebrating its 20th anniversary this year,

entirely (with one exception as of today!) of

She does the same work. And yet, residents

and the fact is that the service offering

women, our student population holds a high

are paid, and are entitled to significant social

meets neither the growing demand of the

birth rate. As a result, having no employee

benefits: coverage by the Commission des

population nor the ministerial objectives.

status, and therefore no access to the Quebec

normes, de l’équité, de la santé et de la sécurité

Beyond the lack of political will, one of the

Parental Insurance Plan (RQAP), makes

du travail (Labour norms, equity, health and

major problems is related to the training of

new student midwife mothers even more

security commission), access to the QPIP,

student midwives (SMW).

financially vulnerable. This flagrant injustice is

meals and parking vignettes, etc. Thus, for the

nonsense to the eyes of our feminist student

same work, female students in a typically

Since its legalization, the only way to access

association and goes against our professional

female profession are not paid, while those

the profession is through the bachelor’s

values.

in a typically male profession are.

The non-remuneration of
SMWs, a sexist injustice

The financial burden inherent to the SMW

program in midwifery, which is given at the
Université du Québec à Trois-Rivières (UQTR).
Although the program can accommodate

program’s

requirements

and

the

non-

recognition of SMWs’ work are delaying

up to 24 students per cohort, the number of
graduates varies between 13 and 19 per year.

As in many typically feminine sectors, none

the graduation of midwives; worsening the

This is due, among other things, to the fact

of the SMW internships are paid. No travel

precarity of student mothers in particular;

that their training is demanding, expensive

expenses are reimbursed, and neither are the

affecting the psychological well-being (and

and restrictive.

moving and lodging expenses related to the

thus the retention) of midwives who are

various internships. This precariousness does

starting out and on whom the profession

not stop with students alone, but has negative

depends; maintaining the inequity between

effects on the entire system of our profession.

students of typically masculine and typically
feminine professions. It is therefore urgent

Indeed, the SMW workforce is essential to the

for the government to adequately value

health and continuation of midwifery services

and recognize the work of SMWs. The status

and to the proper maintenance of birthing

of our profession is at stake.

centers throughout Quebec. The case of
the UQTR lockout last spring is proof of this:

The Association of Student Midwives of

when student midwives could no longer go to

Quebec (AESFQ) represents female students

their internships, some birthing homes were

who work with pregnant women and their

forced to strip services, which is to say that

families. We ourselves are a large proportion

it was no longer possible for them to ensure

of student mothers. Despite the demanding

the availability of midwives at all times. Some

burden of our studies, we choose to unite

women were therefore forced to give birth in

our voices against the free labour of women,

a hospital due to lack of resources. If SMWs

against the lack of rights of women workers

Indeed, the university program includes

represent a workforce essential to the

and the obvious gender inequity we face.

132 credits spread over 4 years, as well as 7

proper functioning of the system, how is it

The AESFQ is therefore in solidarity with the

internships totaling nearly 2 500 hours. The

that we are not paid?

CUTE and the fight for the recognition of
student work as well as the improvement of

internships must take place in at least 2 distinct
regions of Quebec, and students must pay

During the only hospital internship, which

the financial conditions of typically feminine

for all trips related to their internships, which

takes place within the third year of study,

professions.

can total up to 8 000 km per year (!). Also, the

SMWs perform the same work as family
medicine residents doing obstetrics. In the
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THE INVISIBLE

Q&A ON PAID INTERNSHIPS
The campaign for paid internships
raises many issues related to training,
work and how paid internships would
be funded. Here are some common
questions and how we respond:

care means depriving ourselves of the wealth that

Why should students be paid during their training?

could be produced by people who are otherwise

Isn’t an internship more of a learning experience?

forced to work for low pay, or go on sick leave so

An intern does not simply learn, but learns by

they can wait in an emergency room for days at a

doing. What better way to learn a profession

time. A university graduate will pay several times

than to do the work it implies? In many cases,

for the value of their training in the form of taxes,

unpaid interns perform the same tasks as salaried

If internships are unpaid, surely it is because

not to mention the non-monetary benefits of

employees. And if interns don’t truly contribute to

there isn’t any money for them: perhaps they’re in

quality education.

the organization that employs them, then perhaps
it would be better to question why their internship

unprofitable fields, or maybe they aren’t useful to
society.

Can the State afford to pay its interns?

exists at all.

It can be tempting to believe that if things are

It’s a fact, the economy is doing well for businesses

Even at Tim Hortons, employee training is

the way they are, there is a good reason behind

and for the government. The unemployment rate

remunerated. Furthermore, companies must train

it. Unfortunately, wages are not determined by

is historically low, and the Liberals spent their last

their employees throughout their employment

some natural law or by economic necessity, but

year in power bragging about the State’s fiscal

contract, just like they have to “invest” considerable

instead are the result of unequal social relations.

health. In June, the government announced a

amounts into training their new employees.

Unpaid internships exist because we have not yet

surplus of $2.4 billion for the current year. Two-

According to the law, a company that reaches

fought against this growing form of exploitation

point four billion! That’s a lot of room to manœuvre!

a total payroll of $2M must even devote 1% of

endorsed by the State.

The remuneration of interns is not just a question

its revenue to training its staff. As an example,

The majority of internships are in the care sector,

of means, it is a question of equity. Currently,

consider pedagogical days, during which teachers

which is the most important expense of the

the State pays full salaries to interns in public

develop their skills and knowledge to stay up-to-

provincial government. In the same way that

service and Crown corporations, while subsidizing

date so they can do the best job they can. Being

doctors receive pay during their internships while

private sector internships. Meanwhile, thousands

paid to learn is already the norm!

nurses don’t, it is clearly an ideological decision -

of internships are unpaid in psychoeducation,

this is why the public sector has unpaid internships,

nursing or social work. By paying interns in these

I believe the students training for media or cultural

while the government offers tax credits for private

sectors, the government would show that it values

sector jobs should not expect to be paid - that’s how

sector internships.

the professions of the education, health and social

it works in those industries!

services sectors... and the women who work there!

Once again, this begs the question: are things
the way they are because they are desirable or

Who will pay for this? It’s not as if private companies
can afford to pay all their interns.

What about the community sector? You can’t expect

inevitable, or because we’ve inherited historically

It is more useful to frame this question from

those organizations to pay their interns.

constituted social inequalities? Unpaid internships

a different perspective: why should for-profit

The community sector is underfunded, we are fully

in the fields of culture and media are just one

companies benefit from free work? If they do not

aware of this. But if the State can afford to subsidize

aspect of a structural problem that goes far

want to pay for some workers’ salaries, then they do

private sector internships and remunerate public

beyond the question of internships. The way

not deserve those workers. If they want workers to

service interns, it can certainly find the funds to

things are today, you have to be willing to make

enter the labour market with hands-on experience,

provide decent working conditions for the interns

huge sacrifices to pursue a career in these fields,

somebody has to pay for it - why should it be the

of non-profit organizations. The community sector

which excludes people from disadvantaged

students? After all, before internships became so

fulfills a critical role in society that deserves to be

backgrounds. A first step to overcome this form

widespread, private companies had to pay for

recognized. For this reason, community sector

of economic discrimination would be to fight for

their employees’ training.

internships should be entirely funded by the State!

paid internships.

It is also worth mentioning that several thousand
internships are currently paid in the private
sector. Employers bear the majority of the costs
associated with them. The work done by interns
must therefore have some value in their eyes!
It should also be noted, however, that a part of
the costs related to the hiring of interns (salaries,
supervision) is covered by the State. For example,
approximately $50 million dollars are allocated to
businesses in the form of tax credits to subsidize
paid internships in the private sector.
Austerity is expensive for everyone: cutting back
on essential services such as education or health
grevedesstages.info
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Q&A ON PAID INTERNSHIPS (CONTINUED)
Why not a form of compensation instead?
To

receive

compensation,

you

must

be

“compensated” for something: it is often said

countries. The movement for paid internships is

female field, they deserve a living wage for their

not unique to Quebec, but has existed for many

work.

years internationally.

that internships prevent students from spending

The devaluation of these sectors does not benefit

more time doing salaried work, and that this is a

If women want to earn as much as men, why don’t

anyone: consider the recruiting difficulties in the

sufficient reason to grant them compensation. We

they study in well-paid fields?

nursing sector, as well as their miserable working

reject this perspective because the remuneration

Instead of telling women to submit to the market’s

conditions. The question we should ask is: who

of internships is not limited to a question of

demands in their struggle against sexism, it is

cares for those who care for us? The labour of care

money. By demanding the status of employee,

necessary to have a more nuanced analysis on the

is necessary, but not the suffering that comes with

students want the work done during their training

reasons behind the gendered division of labour, as

it. No one deserves this misery: exploitation is not

to be recognized at its fair value: at the very least,

well as its relationship with the public sector. Alas,

a vocation!

this means receiving the minimum wage, and

this article does not intend to fully explore this

not a compensation which often amounts to less

vast and complex subject, but we can nevertheless

than 10$ an hour, such as the one proposed to

affirm the following: for one, no matter where they

education students by the Liberal government in

are working, the labour of women deserves fair

March of last year.

pay; for two, regardless of the gender of those who

This demand, however, goes beyond the financial

work in health, education or any other traditionally

aspect: the status of employee would also allow
interns to benefit from the basic protections
defined by the Act respecting labour standards.
Interns would, for example, be entitled to
compensation in the event of an accident, to
additional remedies in the event of harassment,
as well as to the reimbursement of their travel
expenses.
I think it would be better to advocate for free
education.
Without a doubt, free education would be
beneficial to the entire student population. We are
not opposed to this demand, on the contrary! These
are two distinct but non-exclusive issues: while
free education aims to increase the accessibility of
higher education, the remuneration of internships
would put an end to the unpaid labour provided
by students during their internships. What do
these two demands have in common? They
directly oppose the inequalities reproduced by
the education system!
Where does the struggle for paid internships come
from? Is this new?
In Quebec, paid internships have been claimed
for many years in the fields of psychology
and education. A movement demanding the
improvement of the working conditions of all
interns was established in 2016. Our province,
however, is several years behind countries like
France, Italy or Austria, where groups defending
the interests of interns came into being in the mid2000s. The Global Intern Coalition, which emerged
from the Occupy Wall Street movement, today
claims the affiliation of 18 organizations from 13
Page 10

THE INVISIBLE

INTERNSHIPS AND RACISM
How School Puts You in Your Place
By Sandrine Belley, Nicholas Bourdon and Valérie Simard

Taken from CUTE Magazine no. 2
Summarized and modified by the Newspaper Committee

There is no shortage of people who have immigrated to Canada and

mastered all the job-specific lingo. Once again, this desire to find

who have difficulty landing a job because, according to potential

interns who already possess professional competencies blurs the line

employers, they have not been sufficiently infused with Quebecois

between internship and employment. For immigrant interns, this reality

culture and values. However, it is because they were sold on the

is exacerbated by the fact that they face widespread disqualification of

welcoming and open nature of its residents, among other reasons,

their training and professional experience.

that many made the decision to settle in Quebec in the first place. As
a result, even beyond the job market, there is an outcry denouncing

The question of racism in internships extends beyond the student

what is generally known as systemic racism. This form of racism is

context as we witness a reduction in full-time jobs in favour of

particularly obvious during internships.

an increase in contract and part-time work (labour precarity).
Given a situation in which employers continually seek to reduce

Because immigrant workers in Quebec are usually unable to find a

their production costs, and in which workers’ rights are further and

job that matches their qualifications, a number are forced to accept

further eroded, many people have to accept to work for free in order

unpaid work in order to accumulate experience deemed “suitable”

to accumulate the experience necessary in hopes of getting hired or

in the eyes of employers. But the tasks they are asked to perform are

climbing the corporate ladder.

in fact those of a professional. So their lack of experience in Quebec,
along with potential cultural and linguistic differences, serve to justify

In this way, the hoops that immigrant and racialized students are forced

the difficulties faced by immigrant students during their internships.

to jump through further illustrate the real function of internships.
Of course, internships constitute sites of training and learning, but

Despite the fact that some of those who immigrate were educated

the distinction between an internship and a job remains razor thin.

in French, internship settings often tend to conflate differences in

Schooling and internships also serve, first and foremost, to put you in

vocabulary with incompetence. Indeed, there is a heavy emphasis

your place, whether you are a woman, a racialized person, living with

placed on speed of execution, and interns are expected to have already

a handicap, born into a low-income family, or all of the above.

Testimonials

Alfred has 14 years of teaching experience in Togo, his home country. So he
was given credit for the first student teaching internship, an introductory or
observation internship. But the problems started during his first experience in
a school in the Outaouais region. Alfred faced contempt from his cooperating
teacher, who seemed to want to discredit him in front of the students. For
example, during the course of a teaching demonstration that had been duly
approved by the cooperating teacher, she corrected him in front of the whole
group on a grammatical issue between the French used in Africa and that used in
Quebec. The teacher also perpetuated the subaltern role of the intern by refusing
to give him keys to the classroom, forcing him to wait at the door to start work.
Finally, the teacher confirmed her prejudice toward Black people when she made
the following comment after his mid-term evaluation: “It wasn’t surprising that
you arrived late.”

She had to settle for accepting an internship below her level of study because she
just couldn’t manage to find a placement. Others simply had the door slammed
in their faces. One student of Cameroonian origin, who wishes to remain
anonymous, told us about this kind of discrimination when students have to
find their own internship placements. In fact, while nearly all of her Quebecois
colleagues had been placed, this student and two others, also of sub-Saharan
African descent, submitted their candidacy to a company looking for interns.
The students were then told that these positions were no longer being offered.
grevedesstages.info
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A GUIDE TO UNLIMITED GENERAL STRIKES
The Unlimited General Strike: An Effective Tactic!
Ten times so far, student associations
in Quebec have employed the
Unlimited General Strike (UGS, grève
générale illimitée in French) to win their
struggles against various governments.
This strategy has marked the Quebec
student movement. It is thanks to the
UGS that we have a system of financial
aid for students and that tuition fees
remain the lowest in North America.
With this text, we would like to demystify
what an unlimited general strike is, one
term at a time.

the government to negotiate, and it reverses
the balance of power by including groups
of people normally excluded from decisionmaking, such as students.
This type of strike serves two primary purposes.
It creates free time for students, enabling
them to engage in mobilization and action. In
addition, it disrupts the normal functioning of
society, for example by delaying graduations
or by interrupting the work accomplished in
the context of internships.
Often seen as second-rate groups, student

Unlimited: This qualifier indicates that the

associations have repeatedly demonstrated

duration of the strike is not defined in advance.

their

Traditionally, these strikes are renewed at

general strikes. An UGS is a threat in itself

given intervals, usually once a week, which

to the government in power. The longer it

implies regular general assemblies in order

lasts, the more complications it causes in

to coordinate the actions and to verify if the

prolonging semesters. In fact, the Quebec

objectives determined by the strike have been

labour market needs skilled labourers, so

attained.

graduation cannot be delayed. That is why

political

clout

through

unlimited

the Quebec government has never canceled a
General: The strike is considered general

university or college semester in the history of

when nearly the entirety of students on a

the student movement. In 2012, it was forced

university campus, in a program or at a college

to pass a special law to fill student summer

participate.

jobs, due to pressure by employers. Thus, by
becoming aware of our strength as a solidary

Strike: A voluntary and collective halt of the

group, we force the government to consider

means of production - for example, activities

us in its decision-making.

related to studies or internships - aimed at
defending the interests and fulfilling the

In general, an UGS begins once a certain

demands of a group.

number of striking student associations is
reached. In this way, once a strike is declared,

Generally, the general strike is used as a last

its implementation becomes effective only

resort when other means of action have not

when a given number of student associations

led to the expected results. This includes

join the strike. In our case, the floor has two

petitions, demonstrations or visibility actions.

components to ensure that the strike is not

We call this process the escalation of pressure

launched until we are ready to win:

tactics. Since the employed means of action
make the actions gradually more visible,

•

That the student associations with

heightened pressure is placed on the different

strike mandates must represent 20 000

power structures. The UGS, at the height of

students;

this escalation, blocks a major part of the
education system until demands are met.
Thus, the UGS is an effective way to force
Page 12

But in the context of
internships?

•

That these students must be divided into
3 different administrative regions.

So far, the student movement has
systematically excluded internships from
strike mandates. But in the autumn of 2016,
doctoral students in psychology showed the
relevance of the interns’ strike in improving
their working conditions. Their struggle has
opened up the opportunity for other students
with obligatory unpaid internships.
We are aware of the complexity of this
pressure tactic and what it means for students
to announce a strike within the internship
setting. On the one hand, it gives them an
opportunity to heighten awareness to their
cause by formally asking for their solidarity.
Considering that certain fields of study and
internships will resist the movement, several
methods will be put in place, such as the
creation of support committees for interns
within student associations. Given the
uniqueness of this struggle, it will require a lot
of imagination and solidarity in our means of
action.

Action Plan Proposition
Considering that the principal characteristic
of working conditions across all unpaid
internships is a lack of recognition for unpaid
labour;
Considering the increase, since the 2008
financial crisis, in the number of unpaid
internships after graduation in multiple fields;
Considering that the struggle for paid
internships is gaining momentum on
various campuses and in different regions
of Quebec;
Considering that it took only a few days of
striking for just over 20 000 students to obtain
financial compensation for education
students’ fourth internship;
Considering that the announcement of this
compensation is largely insufficient to
compensate for budget cuts totaling more
than $4 billion since the election of the
previous Liberal government;
[Propositions on the following page]
THE INVISIBLE

ACTION PLAN
Paid Internships for
All Interns
Last winter, the Montreal and Outaouais
Regional Coalitions for Paid Internships
adopted

an

action

plan

leading

to

an unlimited general strike for the
remuneration of all internships at all levels
of study. Since then, over twenty student
associations across the province have
adopted it during their general assemblies.
We would like to discuss and widely share
this proposal for an action plan at general
assemblies during the coming winter. This
action plan is divided into several stages.

Why fight for paid internships?
Under the pretext that internships are done
as part of a training program in exchange for
school credits, they are not paid, especially
in traditionally female sectors related to care.
These programs are also, in many cases, made
up of people from immigrant backgrounds
whose skills acquired in their country of
origin are not recognized here. And yet, we
know that interns in supposedly productive,
traditionally masculine fields (engineering,
computer science, etc.) receive decent pay for
their internships. The unequal treatment of
women and racialized or immigrant people is
blatant here.
Since the early 2000s, it has been observed
that the number of unpaid internships tends
to become normalized in different fields.
For example, as early as this fall, UQAM’s
École de travail social (School of Social Work)
updated its program, the central point being
a considerable increase in internship hours.
Indeed, under the pretext of meeting the new
requirements set by the Canadian Association
for Social Work Education (CASWE), 120
hours of unpaid work have been added to
the existing 580 hours without additional
school credits. The relevance of this increase
is therefore questionable, since previously
grevedesstages.info

these hours seemed to meet the university’s

You are invited to keep tabs on the movement

requirements as well as those of the labour

by visiting the French-language website

market. This leads us to believe that internship

grevedesstages.info (which has information

hours will continue to grow in the coming

on upcoming general assemblies) and by

years. Clearly, interns are seen as cheap labour

contacting us if your student association

for the companies and organizations that

is planning a strike vote or any related

employ them, or as a way to fill the billion-

activities (you can reach us at montreal@

dollars-to-Bombardier-shaped hole that was

grevedesstages.info). On our website, you

left in social security.

will also find the minutes of all Coalition
meetings in French (as well as summaries in

How do we get paid?

English). If you would like to publish Englishlanguage content or organize with other

This fall semester, student associations

schools, please contact us so we can work

launched an ultimatum to the government,

together towards an unlimited general strike!

demanding that policy be put into place to
ensure that all internships in all programs
and at all levels of study, be it in universities,
colleges or in vocational training schools. If
not, we will move on to the next step.
A week of action was organized during the
week of November 19. Student associations
and

autonomous

groups

organized

decentralized actions aimed at obtaining
remuneration for the courses. Several types
of actions can be organized in the future,
such as visibility actions, internal events or

Bring this action plan to your
next general assembly!
It is proposed, as part of the 20182019 action plan:
That your student association informs
and mobilizes its members in favor of
the struggle for the remuneration of all
internships at every level of study;
That your student association participate in
the Regional Coalition for Paid Internships
and invite allied groups, associations and
organizations to participate as well;

occupations. A one day strike was called for
November 21, which allowed 58 000 students
to organize or participate in actions. This
action plan was designed to coordinate a
decentralized struggle that will put greater

That your student association, as soon
as possible, launch an ultimatum to the
government to enact policy ensuring that all
internships in all programs and at all levels of
study should be paid;

pressure on the government. This week of
action served as a litmus test of the current
level of student mobilization.
Should the government refuse to implement
paid internships at every level, a general
strike will be launched in the winter of 2019,
with a required minimum of 20 000 striking
students from three administrative regions.
These requirements ensure that there will
be a sufficient amount of striking students.
We wish to extend the strike to at least three
administrative regions to prevent it from
being concentrated in Montreal.

That, should the government fail to
implement the remuneration of all internships
at all levels, your student association should
organize an unlimited general strike
meeting in the winter of 2019 as soon as
the following required minimum is reached:
20 000 students with an unlimited
general strike mandate from three 3
administrative regions;
That your student association seeks support
from unions and community organizations
in the campaign for paid internships in
order to increase pressure and encourage
workers to refuse interns on strike in their
workplaces in solidarity.
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ON THE CONSEQUENCES OF A STRIKE
Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Strike?
By Nicholas Bourdon

Clearly, class and internship strikes are generating fear, not only among

government would have no choice but to lend an ear to our demands

institutional and faculty boards, but also among students. After the

for the granting of a wage and the coverage of our working conditions

organization of several days of striking over the past couple of years,

under the Act Respecting Labour Norms.

and even that of an entire week for several student associations across
the province, reactions to this pressure tactic came quickly. Be it the

Meanwhile, there are consequences of the strike that are discussed

school boards that invented justifications for retaking internship hours

at length within student spaces. If these do not always materialise,

missed because of the strike, or the administration of the Cégep du

they remain tangible threats that we should not take lightly. For this

Vieux Montréal that forced the retaking of a part of the class hours

reason, we must be prepared and act in solidarity. There have been

missed, the strike is rattling the upper echelons of the administration.

many “catastrophic” scenarios brought up in order to spread fear and

With so much tumult, it becomes difficult to question the effectiveness

division among interns. They speak of cancelling the semester, of

of the means taken up by interns. That being said, the backlash against

the impossibility of being recognized by a professional order if the

strike days past and the uncharted territory of a futùure strike, much

internship hours required by a program are not completed, of failed

less an unlimited general strike, may keep several interns and students

courses for striking interns, of making student associations pay for

from organizing towards a walkout of their classes and internships. It is

overtime hours worked by teachers and supervisors during lesson

therefore necessary to come back to the topic of the real consequences

retakes, etc. Paradoxically, the threats the administrations make with

of a strike, which have largely varied from one campus to another, and

regards to strike days are not uniform, since they vary from one place

of the implications of an unlimited general strike in the winter of 2019.

to another in terms of formulation and application. Most of the time,
these threats are unfounded, and rather emanate from a panicked

Student movements have long claimed that striking against courses

reaction from administrations ready to make anything up in order to

paralyzes the educational system in a way that puts pressure on the

dissuade or divide the current strike movement. We can add to this

government so as to make it give in to students’ demands. It basically

the absence of legal or regulatory proof for these threats, the impact

comes down to reproducing, in an academic context, the strike weapon

of different power relationships between students and even, in some

used by waged workers as leverage against their employers. And now,

cases, the impossibility of applying the announced consequences. If

choosing to go on strike is even more relevant to the demand for

we take the hypothetical case of a failed semester for all students, for

recognition of work done during internships. The economic pressure

example, picture for a second the bureaucratic weight that executing

coming from an interns’ strike lies therein; by putting a stop to our

such a threat represents for these schools. To allow for failed lesson

work, we bring to light the utility, if not the essential importance of the

retakes, it would become necessary to allow for twin registrations

work that we do during our internships and that is made invisible under

during the following semester, which is difficult to imagine. Remember

the guise of “learning”. Therefore, to improve our internship working

that no entire semester has been cancelled after a student strike, even

conditions, we affirm that we will put an end to our free labour until

that of 2012, when students had walked out of their institutions for

we obtain full remuneration and legal recognition for it. It is important

several months.

to remember that the work stoppages by psychology interns during
the autumn of 2016 as well as the strike days of education students

Outside of academia, failing the entirety of the striking interns would

in 2018 led to compensation for psychology internships and the final

have important impacts on workplaces. The first to be affected would

teaching internship. We can also bring up the effect of the autumn

undoubtedly be the employers of interns who would have to go on

2018 mobilization. Despite the fact that the movement has been at

without their labour. These employers, who take in interns in large

work for over two years, the new Minister of Education made a public

numbers, are already dealing with labour shortages and impatiently

announcement on the remuneration of internships as early as the

await their graduations so they can hire them. These workplace

first day of striking. Also, officials within the ministry invited student

environments, and their beneficiaries, would be deeply affected if

spokespersons to a meeting on the subject. Imagine now if the interns’

even a single cohort did not graduate. This would result in generalized

strike grew bigger than what it was during the autumn. This is the

discontent among hospital patients, those who depend on community

wager we are making and are sure to win. An unlimited general strike

organizations, parents unhappy to see their children in packed classes

of courses and internships would put such pressure on the internship

because of a lack of teachers, etc. We can add to this the employers who

workplace environments and on the graduation of students that the

are waiting for students to go on break during the summer. Indeed,
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THE INVISIBLE

THREATS AND REPRESSION
the end of courses and internships represents, for the vast majority of

In light of this, why continue to make threats if they are impossible to

students, an increase in their working hours for one or more employers.

apply? To scare us! Because administrations as well as cegep, university

There are therefore a lot of employers who rely on this labour force,

and faculty boards are afraid, and more than anyone. They threaten us

which is often willing to accept lesser working conditions because of

in response to our own threat, the greatest of all: an unlimited general

its precarity; these employers who also want to see their semesters end

strike. Although, in the end, the “threat” of a strike weighs more heavily

on time. In this way, not only are the threats made by administrations

on institutions rather than students and interns. Divided, we are simply

and faculties impossible to execute, but the negotiating leverage is

disciplinary cases to be treated in an isolated and individual manner.

important given the usefulness of the labour that interns and students
provide as well as the impossibility of failing everyone at once.

grevedesstages.info

Interns, let’s unite towards an unlimited general strike; we
have nothing to lose but countless hours of unpaid work!
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SECTORAL STRUGGLES OR GENERAL STRIKES?
Corporatist campaigns for paid internships were responsible for gains in
psychology and education. They were built on arguments that emphasize
the particularities of programs while also hierarchizing different professions.
Given the various forms of unpaid internships and the current political and
economic context, it appears much more relevant to put forward a unitary
campaign.

The second problem with sectorial struggles is that some programs are much
more easily organized than others. For example, the education sector, which
is present on most university campuses, is relatively easier to organize than
the arts, wherein programs differ greatly from one program to another. What
is worse, as seen, for example, with nursing or early childhood education,

Unpaid internships in rapidly growing numbers

the programs that require the most energy are those in which it is the most

In the last ten years, the number of internships has exploded in Quebec.
The fact that this explosion corresponds to a period of austerity and weak
economic growth reveals the true motives behind the absence of pay for so
many internships: reducing costs for businesses and public services (health,
education, etc.). This explosion also speaks volumes about their relevance
within training programs: internships were not considered essential to
learning a trade before becoming necessary for economic and political
reasons. Internships contribute to the restructuring of school programs, which
aims to reduce the philosophical and ethical considerations of professional
practice within society, reducing them to pragmatic training given in order to
integrate workers as quickly as possible into the labour market.

difficult to fight. These difficulties are due to the huge workload imposed on
students. They are also related to the composition of these programs, which
include a large number of student parents and people with an immigrant
background who are burdened by many other things outside of school. In
light of this, sectorial struggles seem to condemn us to help only those who
have the least problems.

The characteristics of the movement
It makes more sense to mobilize on an issue that affects society as a whole,
than to mobilize around sectorial issues. Although working conditions are
distinct from one internship to another, a vast part of the population is

For example, less than 100 hours of internships were required in education
programs until the mid-1990s. Students in education thus had access to the
labour market more quickly. Since institutions can now create new unpaid
internships at any given time, as soon as certain internships become paid,
they will have a lot of time to reorganize internships in programs in order
to reduce the paid portion, tighten quotas within programs containing paid
internships, or even take interns from other programs for a part of the tasks.
Thus, sectorial struggles limit us to temporary victories that do not solve the
fundamental problem of educational institutions using us for free.

The neglected ones

within the same situation, and an even greater part is threatened. It is much
easier to talk about paid internships in general. It is also about fighting for
the recognition of the work of women, who are paid much less often than
men in their internships.

An ideology to deconstruct
By fighting against the idea that educational institutions can make us work
without pay, it becomes possible to fight back against all unpaid work.
If we focus our struggle on particular sectors, we miss out on a powerful
opportunity to oppose neoliberalism by asserting that all work deserves
pay.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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